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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

[The Editor is not responsible for opinions expressed in this Department.] 

ENTERTAINMENT FOR SICK CHILDREN 

DEAR EDITOR: May we have in the JOURNAL a paper on "Entertaining 
Sick and Convalescent Children?" What different amusements are there, 
aside from stories, cutting paper dolls, and the like? GRACE V. BRADLEY. 

Omaha, Nebraska. 
[Here is an opportunity for superintendents and head nurses of children's 

hospitals, and for private duty nurses who are successful with children, to 
share their ideas. A number of short papers or paragraphs would make an 

interesting and helpful symposium on this subject.-ED.] 

PRIVATE DUTY FOR PUPIL NURSES 

DEAR EDITOR: I should like to know through the JOURNAL if a hospital 
is justified in sending pupil nurses out on private cases with a plea that their 
fees are necessary to help maintain the hospital? Do you think the hospital is 

(loing its duty to a pupil nurse, allowing her to miss classes and lectures? 
Also, do you think the hospital authorities are justified, after procuring three 
best years of a nurse's life, in taking her work away after graduation? 

R. M. K. 

"THE IDEAL NURSE" 

DEAR EDITOR: The following extract from "The Ideal Nurse" by Rebecca 
H. McNeill, R.N., struck me forcibly, probably because it pictures so well 
the life of the private nurse: " Unless a nurse is prepared for a life of untiring 
effort and disappointments, discomforts or deprivations, countless sacrifices of 

time, talent, and inclinations, unless indeed able to suppress her own heartaches, 
and to give herself bravely and brightly to the work with patience, enduring all 

things, and with faith, hoping all things, I would beg of her to hesitate before 

choosing as her mission in life that of a nurse." 
The private nurse realizes that this is her straight and narrow path if she 

would make a success of her work, but the would-be probationer has rarely 
any conception of what will be required of her should she enter the profession. 
It occurred to me that it might not be an altogether unsuitable quotation on 

application blanks for training schools, thus briefly acquainting the applicant 
with what may be required of her . S.K. K. 

OPERATIONS ON MALE PATIENTS 

DEAR EDITOR: May I ask M. M. of the February number why she feels the 

way she does, as regards operations on male patients. From the professional 
point of view is a man any different from a baby or a young boy? Is it not 
the thoughts of the individuals that make the difference? I have found that 
too often those nurses who are apparently such sticklers when it comes to 
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